
Diebold Nixdorf presents the
Storevolution™ at UNITI expo 2022
You want to transform your fuel retail business from “Fuel plus X” to “X plus Fuel”, but
you are not sure what is this X factor that will ensure future profitability and customer
loyalty? Your future C-stores should be more than just a service station shop, but you are
struggling with how to integrate and manage new and third-party offerings and how to
enable modern customer journeys? You offer electric vehicle charging but you are still
looking for ways to stand up to the growing competition and especially new players
coming from grocery, restaurant, hotel and other businesses? It’s time to visit the Diebold
Nixdorf booth at UNITI expo!

From May 17th to May 19th, Diebold Nixdorf will present their solution portfolio at UNITI expo in
Stuttgart, the leading European trade fair for the retail petroleum and car wash industries in hall
number 5 (booth #A07).

“With its conference program and the compact three-day format, it is specially tailored to the needs



of the industry”, says Nino Hoerttrich, Head of Retail Industry Marketing at Diebold Nixdorf. “After two
years of absence, UNITI expo provides a unique opportunity for exhibitors and visitors to build and
strengthen business relationships. It’s the perfect place to meet our customers again!”

Here are some of Diebold Nixdorf´s booth highlights:

Advanced self-service solutions and traditional checkout journeys:
Tailored for the needs of a fast-moving environment of a C-Store or Fuel Station, the state-of-the-art
checkout journeys are supporting self-service and traditional checkout in the same way. Customers
can experience Diebold Nixdorf´s new DN Series™ EASY family to enhance self-service processes or
the DN Series BEETLE product family to be future ready with the traditional checkout solution of
tomorrow.

Vynamic® Retail Platform:
With the launch of the new cloud-based software portfolio for retail, Diebold Nixdorf will demo the
latest industry package FCx at the show. FCx is the tailor-made solution for the Fuel & Convenience
industry, what allows customers to integrate and run a cloud-based software solution in their
locations.

Managed Services & EV Charging:
Diebold Nixdorf´s Advanced Managed Services portfolio offers real-time monitoring of multiple retailer
touchpoints. As an addition to the traditional managed services offering, for traditional touchpoints
like Self-Checkouts or POS but also for upcoming technologies like EV Charging stations, Diebold
Nixdorf has the capabilities to manage all relevant interaction points in the store.

Visit www.DieboldNixdorf.com for more information.

Look forward to meeting you at UNITI expo!

https://www.dieboldnixdorf.com
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